Graphene–sponges as high-performance low-cost anodes for microbial fuel cells†
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A high-performance microbial fuel cell (MFC) anode was constructed from inexpensive materials. Key components were a graphene–sponge (G–S) composite and a stainless-steel (SS) current collector. Anode fabrication is simple, scalable, and environmentally friendly, with low energy inputs. The SS current collector improved electrode conductivity and decreased voltage drop and power loss. The resulting G–S–SS composite electrode appears promising for large-scale applications.

Microbial fuel cells (MFCs) harness the metabolism of exoelectrogens, microorganisms that mediate extracellular electron transfer, to convert chemical energy into electrical energy. Unlike chemical fuel cells that recover energy from purified fuels, such as hydrogen, methane, and ethanol, MFCs tap the enzymatic diversity of self-assembled microbial communities to recover energy from complex organic mixtures, such as human excrement, marine sediment, and wastewater. First-generation MFCs relied upon small (and expensive) soluble electron shuttles to mediate electron transfer to and from electrodes. Energy output was low. Low power production and high capital cost limited MFC’s use to small-scale niche applications in which cost was not a major factor, such as spacecraft or robots. Development of mediator-less MFCs opened the door for larger-scale applications. By far the largest potential application is wastewater treatment. In the U.S. alone, more than 126 billion litres of domestic wastewater are generated each day. Treatment of this wastewater accounts for ~3% of electrical energy load. Current treatment technology requires an energy input of ~0.6 kWh per m³, about half of which is electrical energy used for oxygen delivery to aerobic microorganisms. The wastewater itself contains ~2 kWh per m³ of chemical energy present as organic matter and ammonium. If less energy was used for treatment and more chemical energy recovered, wastewater treatment facilities could become net energy producers. Following a 2004 demonstration of domestic wastewater treatment, MFCs have received considerable attention, with >2000 papers published to date. These publications address reactor configuration, electrode material science, exoelectrogen screening and characterization, and optimization of operational conditions. Despite these efforts, however, MFCs are still not used for full-scale wastewater treatment due to high capital costs, low coulombic efficiency, and other energy losses. Major breakthroughs are needed to make MFC technology competitive with anaerobic processes that recover energy through conversion of organic matter into methane.

The high capital cost of MFCs is due in part to the materials used for electrode fabrication. High-performance, low-cost electrodes are

Broader context

The largest potential application of microbial fuel cells (MFCs) is wastewater treatment, but major breakthroughs are still needed to make MFC technology competitive with traditional anaerobic processes in terms of capital cost and energy conversion efficiency. Most graphite-based electrodes and some other newly developed composite electrodes are not applicable for large-scale applications. In this report, we describe a new high-performance and low-cost composite electrode: a graphene-coated sponge with a stainless steel current collector (G–S–SS). A MFC equipped with a G–S–SS anode achieved a maximum current density of 1.32 A m⁻² and a maximum power density of 1.57 kW m⁻³. The capital cost of the G–S is ~$2000 per m² or $4 per m² for 2 mm thick pieces. Simulations indicate that the voltage drop and power loss of the G–S–SS are acceptable, even for conduction lengths up to metre scale. G–S–SS composite electrodes appear promising for large scale MFC applications.
needed. Currently, the most commonly used anodes are graphite-based electrodes, such as graphite rods,\textsuperscript{15} graphite discs,\textsuperscript{6} carbon brushes,\textsuperscript{20} carbon cloth,\textsuperscript{21} and reticulated vitreous carbon.\textsuperscript{22} To improve performance, the inert graphite surface is treated chemically or thermally\textsuperscript{23–25} or coated with electrically conductive materials, such as conductive polymers,\textsuperscript{26–30} carbon nanotubes (CNTs),\textsuperscript{31–34} or noble metals.\textsuperscript{35} While these modifications have significantly improved performance, graphite-based electrodes are too expensive for large-scale MFC applications, and surface modifications make them more costly. Although a few non-graphite-based anodes are available, most use expensive materials, such as conductive polymers and CNTs,\textsuperscript{36,37} or they require complex and energy-consuming synthetic steps, such as electro-spinning and carbonization.\textsuperscript{38} Wang et al. recently report a low-cost graphite-coated crumb rubber anode, but performance was not comparable to graphite-based anodes.\textsuperscript{39}

In previous work, we introduced three-dimensional (3D) anodes prepared by coating macroscale porous substrates, such as textiles and sponges, with single-walled CNTs.\textsuperscript{40,41} These electrodes provide an open 3D structure that is electrically conductive and amenable to microbial colonization. Lab-scale MFCs equipped with these 3D anodes achieved higher volumetric power densities and lower energy losses than traditional graphite-based anodes. But while the cost of textiles and sponge is low, CNT coatings are expensive. Even with low CNT loadings (less than 2 g m\textsuperscript{-2} for a 2 mm thick sheet), the overall cost is similar to that of commercial graphite-based electrodes. A possible alternative is graphene. Graphene coatings can potentially create an electrically conductive surface similar to that of CNT-coated materials, but at considerably lower cost. To investigate this possibility, we fabricated graphene–sponge (G–S) composite electrodes using graphene nanosheets and a coating method similar to the one used previously for CNT coatings.\textsuperscript{41,42} To compensate for the decreased conductivity of graphene nanosheets versus CNTs, we added a stainless-steel (SS) current collector to the G–S, creating a G–S–SS composite anode. The G–S–SS composite enabled high current

![Graphene–sponge (G–S) composite electrode. (a) Schematic of the plain sponge (left) with three-dimensional (3D) open structure and the G–S composite (right) with conformal graphene coating. (b) Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the G–S showing the macroscale porous structure and the graphene surface (inset). (c) Scotch tape test: a piece of Scotch tape was attached to the G–S composite and then peeled off. (d) Water flush: the G–S composite was flushed with water (~100 mL per second) for 10 minutes.](image1)

![G–S with a stainless-steel (SS) current collector (G–S–SS). (a) Schematic of the G–S–SS composite electrode (right) vs. the G–S composite electrode (left). (b) Schematic showing the electron pathways in the G–S electrode with (right) and without (left) an SS current collector. (c) Nyquist curves of the electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) tests for different electrodes. The x-intercepts on the Nyquist curves are ~14 Ω for SS, ~22 Ω for G–S–SS, and ~180 Ω for G–S, respectively.](image2)
density and power outputs in a traditional H-shaped MFC. Theoretical calculations discussed later indicate that this electrode is promising for large-scale applications.

In prior work, we also established the value of sponge electrodes in MFC applications.44 Living sponges metabolize food and discharge waste while maintaining a continuous flow of water through their porous bodies. The diameters of sponge ostia (pores) range from tens to hundreds of microns. This size range provides a balance between the needs for high volumetric throughput of water (i.e., large pores) and high specific surface area (i.e., small pores) for efficient mass transfer of food and nutrients to living cells and for removal of waste.45,46 Synthetic sponges fabricated from elastomeric polymers are available at low cost and can imitate natural sponges, with pore sizes that are tunable from tens of microns to hundreds of microns.47 These sponges are ideal for fabrication of 3D electrodes where an open porous structure facilitates electrolyte transport and a high specific surface area facilitates efficient oxidation of organic matter and transfer of electrons to a conductive coating.

To coat sponges with graphene, graphene nano-powder was first dispersed in an aqueous solution by sonication. G–S composites were then fabricated by a simple and scalable dipping-and-drying process that consumes little energy.48,49 Synthetic polyurethane sponges were dipped into the graphene dispersion, removed, and dried at ~90 °C. A schematic of the sponges before and after graphene coating is shown in Fig. 1a. The conductive coating conforms to sponge morphology without changing its open porous structure, as illustrated by scanning electron microscope (SEM) image in Fig. 1b. The flexibility of the 2D feature (Fig. 1b, inset) and strong van der Waals forces enable graphene to wrap the sponge framework conformally and stably.47,48 A Scotch tape test (Fig. 1c) and a flush with water (Fig. 1d) were carried out to evaluate the durability of the G–S composite. No visible graphene was removed in either experiment (Fig. 1c and Fig S1 in the ESI†). With a graphene loading of ~1 kg m⁻¹, or ~2 g m⁻² for 2 mm thick pieces, the G–S composite achieved a conductance of ~1 S m⁻¹. Considering that the cost of graphene nano-powder applied in this study is ~$2 per g and the cost of sponge is negligible, the overall price of a G–S composite would be ~$2000 per m³, or ~$4 per m² for 2 mm thick pieces. This cost is at least one order of magnitude lower than that of the previous CNT coated sponge (CNT–S) composite47 and of most commercial graphite-based electrodes.48

A challenge is that the G–S is about 2 orders of magnitude less conductive than the CNT–S. To address this issue, we used SS meshes as current collectors for the G–S electrodes. A G–S–SS composite electrode was fabricated by gluing a piece of G–S composite to both sides of an SS mesh (Fig. 2a and Fig. S2†). The glue was a conductive carbon paste (Ted Pella, Inc., USA). SS is inexpensive, with a conductance several orders of magnitude greater than G–S, about 10⁶ to 10⁷ S m⁻¹.49 We hypothesized that an SS current collector would decrease ohmic resistance by shortening the electron conduction length in the less-conductive G–S, effectively creating an electron transport “highway” (Fig. 2b). To test this hypothesis, we used electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) to study the ohmic resistance of three electrodes: (1) a G–S electrode (1 cm × 1 cm × 0.4 cm), (2) a G–S–SS electrode (2 pieces of 1 cm × 1 cm × 0.2 cm G–S with an SS mesh current collector in between), and (3) a plain SS mesh (1 cm × 1 cm × 0.05 cm, 20-mesh) electrode (for details, see ESI†). The results are plotted as Nyquist curves in Fig. 2c. The x-intercepts (~14 Ω for SS, ~180 Ω for G–S, and ~22 Ω for G–S–SS, respectively) give the ohmic resistance of both the electrode and the electrolyte.50,51 Because all three electrodes had the same setup and same electrolyte, the decline in resistance from ~180 Ω for G–S to ~22 Ω for the G–S–SS can only be attributed to the SS mesh. This confirms the effectiveness of SS as a current collector.

To test the functionality of G–S–SS electrodes in MFCs, we investigated their use as anodes in a conventional, H-shaped

Fig. 3 Characterization of the G–S electrode as an anode for MFCs. (a) Power generation profiles during 50 days of operation, showing that the maximum power density generated by the G–S–SS anode is 14 times that of the G–S anode (1.57 W m⁻² or 394 W m⁻³). (b) Linear staircase voltammetry (LSV) curves, showing that the maximum current density achieved by the G–S–SS electrode is 8 times that of the G–S electrode (10.7 A m⁻² or 2.7 A m⁻² vs. 2.69 × 10⁷ A m⁻²). (c–f) SEM images of a colonized G–S–SS anode after 50 days of operation at different scales. Microbial biofilms wrap the branches (d), but do not clog the macroscale pores (c). Most of the G–S anode surface is covered by microorganisms (e) interconnected via microbial nanowires (f).
two-chamber MFC. The three different electrodes (G–S–SS, G–S, and SS) were positioned in the same anodic chamber fed with glucose (1 g L⁻¹) and inoculated with anolyte from a previous MFC. The cathode was a carbon cloth electrode coated with Pt catalyst. Power generation profiles are shown in Fig. 3a. The G–S electrode and the G–S–SS electrode both produced power, but the maximum power density of the G–S–SS anode was 14 times that of the G–S anode (1.57 vs. 0.111 W m⁻² or 394 vs. 27.7 W m⁻³). We then used linear staircase voltammetry (LSV) to measure the maximum current densities of the three anodes. As shown in Fig. 3b, the maximum current density of the G–S–SS anode was 8 times that of the G–S anode (10.7 vs. 1.32 A m⁻² or 2.69 × 10⁵ vs. 4.23 × 10⁴ A m⁻²). For the same conditions, the performance of the G–S–SS electrode was comparable to that of CNT-coated electrodes and much better than that of a commercial carbon cloth electrode.⁴⁰,⁴¹ We also performed EIS measurements on the three electrodes after microbial colonization (Fig. S3†). There was no significant change in the x-intercepts of the Nyquist plot, indicating that colonization did not affect conductivity. After 50 days of operation, the anodes were sacrificed for imaging by SEM. Images of the colonized G–S electrode at different scales are shown in Fig. 3c–f and S4†. Microbial biofilms wrapped the sponge branches (Fig. 3d), but did not clog the macroscale pores (Fig. 3e). Most of the G–S surface was covered by microorganisms interconnected by microbial nanowires (Fig. 3e and f), providing a probable direct path for extracellular electron transfer.⁵²–⁵⁵ However, the SS control did not enable electricity generation or microbial colonization (Fig. 3a and b). The superior performance of the G–S–SS electrode can therefore be credited to the effects of the SS current collector in decreasing internal resistance.

Some theoretical calculations give insight into the feasibility of a large scale G–S–SS composite. These calculations are based on the following conditions and assumptions: (1) both the G–S composite and the SS mesh are treated as solid materials with conductance values of 1 S m⁻¹ and 10⁸ S m⁻¹, respectively; (2) the contact resistance between the G–S and the SS is negligible; and (3) the electrode is generating a uniform current density of 10⁴ A m⁻² and the maximum power output is 250 W m⁻². As illustrated in the schematic of Fig. 2b, three key variables control voltage drop and the power loss due to internal ohmic resistance: (1) the conduction length (L in Fig. 2b), i.e., the planar dimension of the G–S, (2) G–S thickness (T in Fig. 2b), and (3) the SS thickness (t in Fig. 2b).

Fig. 4a shows the voltage drop and the power loss as a function of conduction length when the G–S thickness is fixed at 4 mm and the SS thickness is fixed at 1 mm. For the G–S electrode, voltage drop and the power loss increase dramatically when the conduction length exceeds 1 cm, indicating that a large-scale G–S electrode would have unacceptable energy losses. In contrast, the voltage drop and the power loss of the G–S–SS electrode are very low (less than 0.006 V and 1.6%, respectively) for a conduction length <1 m. Even at lengths up to 5 m, the voltage drop and power loss are still acceptable (0.05 V and 14%, respectively). These calculations indicate that the use of an SS current collector could dramatically reduce energy losses at large scale.

With a fixed SS thickness of 1 mm, the effects of G–S thickness at different conduction lengths are shown in Fig. 4b. For conduction length within 1 m, the curves almost overlap, indicating that energy losses under these conditions occur within the G–S, and not within the SS current collector. With a G–S thickness of 1 cm, the voltage drop is about 0.03 V and the power lost is about 8%. These numbers climb to 0.11 V and 29% when the G–S thickness is increased to 2 cm. Much larger energy losses are observed when conduction lengths exceed 1 m. To prevent voltage drops greater than 0.10 V and power losses exceeding 26%, the maximum G–S thicknesses are 7 mm and 2 mm when conduction lengths are 5 m and 10 m, respectively. The applicable G–S thickness therefore falls within the range of several millimetres to several centimetres, depending upon the conduction length of the G–S–SS. Increasing SS thickness can further improve the conductivity of the G–S–SS composite. Fig. 4c shows voltage drop and power loss at different conduction lengths as a function of SS thickness, when the G–S thickness is 1 cm, indicating that a large-scale G–S electrode would have unacceptable energy losses. In contrast, the voltage drop and power loss of the G–S–SS electrode are very low (less than 0.006 V and 1.6%, respectively) for a conduction length <1 m. Even at lengths up to 5 m, the voltage drop and power loss are still acceptable (0.05 V and 14%, respectively). These calculations indicate that the use of an SS current collector could dramatically reduce energy losses at large scale.

With a fixed SS thickness of 1 mm, the effects of G–S thickness at different conduction lengths are shown in Fig. 4b. For conduction length within 1 m, the curves almost overlap, indicating that energy losses under these conditions occur within the G–S, and not within the SS current collector. With a G–S thickness of 1 cm, the voltage drop is about 0.03 V and the power lost is about 8%. These numbers climb to 0.11 V and 29% when the G–S thickness is
thickness is set at 4 mm. When the SS thickness is increased to several millimetres, as expected for practical applications, the voltage drop and the power loss are still acceptable (<0.10 V and <26%, respectively), even at conduction lengths >10 m (Fig. 4c).

In summary, this study demonstrates that low-cost, energy-efficient graphene coated sponge anodes can be produced through a simple fabrication process and that such anodes are amenable to scale-up. The capital cost of the G–S electrode is ~$2000 per m³, or $4 per m² for 2 mm thick pieces, at least one order of magnitude less than most commercial graphite-based electrodes. Laboratory data and theoretical calculations both suggest that an SS current collector anode achieved a current density and power density comparable to the most effective MFC anodes tested to date. Simulations indicate that the G–S–SS electrode will be effective at conduction lengths of up to metre in scale. The high-performance, low-cost G–S–SS composite clearly holds great promise for field applications, but long-term studies at a large scale are needed.
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